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**ABSTRACT**

Among patients undergoing percutaneous coronary procedures, transradial access, compared with transfemoral access, is associated with a reduced risk for complications including mortality, especially in higher risk patients. However, transradial access is limited by radial artery occlusion (RAO) that despite being mostly asymptomatic because of the extensive anastomoses between the forearm arteries restricts future use of the same radial artery. Distal radial access (DRA) in the anatomic snuffbox or on the dorsum of the hand has recently gained global popularity as an alternative access route for vascular procedures. A strong anatomic and physiological rationale yields potential for significantly reduced risk for RAO and positive impact on procedural outcome for better patient care. Indeed, currently published studies buttress very low rates of RAO after DRA, hence supporting its development. The authors provide an analysis of the foundation of DRA, provide historical background, and offer a critical review of its current status and future directions. Also, given the limited evidence currently available to properly perform DRA in the real world, consensus opinion on what is considered optimal practice is also presented to supplement this document and enhance the implementation of DRA while minimizing its complications. (J Am Coll Cardiol Intv 2021;14:892-906) © 2021 by the American College of Cardiology Foundation.

Distal radial access (DRA) in the anatomic snuffbox or on the dorsum of the hand has recently gained global popularity as an alternative access route for interventional coronary and interventional radiologic procedures (1–4). On December 13 and 14, 2019, the CHORUS congress, a large Korean conference in cardiology and cardiac surgery, held a European chapter in Berlin and hosted an international DRA meeting to discuss the current role of DRA in relation to conventional transradial access (TRA). This gathering promoted a direct exchange of ideas and techniques among invited faculties of Korean and European interventional cardiologists with both operative experience and research interests focused on DRA. Although the coronavirus disease pandemic has prevented a subsequent planned scientific appointment in Seoul, the discussion has very fruitfully continued on the Internet. The high quality of the scientific debate and its potential positive impact on procedural
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outcomes for better patient care have yielded the present Berlin Report, to be shared with the interventional community. Given the limited heterogeneous evidence currently available to properly perform DRA in the real world, consensus opinion on what is considered optimal practice is also presented to supplement this document and enhance the implementation of DRA while minimizing its complications.

ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS OF CONVENTIONAL TRA

Among patients undergoing percutaneous coronary procedures, TRA, compared with transfemoral access, is associated with a reduced risk for access-site bleeding, vascular complications, and mortality, especially in higher risk patients, such as those presenting with acute coronary syndromes (5-7). Accordingly, TRA has been endorsed as the default access site for patients with acute coronary syndromes undergoing invasive management in Europe, the United States, and the Far East (8,9).

Moreover, TRA allows earlier ambulation, offers greater post-procedural comfort for the patient and is cost effective, which is of particular relevance for national health systems given that substantial cost savings can be achieved while improving clinical outcomes (10,11).

From an ergonomic point of view, left TRA is less comfortable than right TRA for both the operator and the patient, especially if overweight or obese, given the need to keep the left arm in a supine position that significantly limits its hyperadduction and obliges the operator to bend over (12). Because of this ergonomic shortcoming, many operators prefer femoral access to left TRA, and thus their patients do not benefit from the aforementioned advantages of TRA when left-sided access is indicated (13).

A comprehensive outline of the advantages and limitations of TRA is provided in Table 1.

Korean-European consensus opinion: Given its significant advantages, TRA should be constantly promoted, and the limitations of TRA should be understood so that they can be increasingly overcome.

THE ISSUE OF RADIAL ARTERY OCCLUSION

Limited post-procedural complications are reported after TRA, with radial artery occlusion (RAO) being the most frequent, with an estimated incidence of 7.7% in the first 24 h after radial catheterization (14). Because of the extensive carpal and metacarpal anastomoses between the forearm arteries, RAO is not associated with ischemic complications and thus is frequently overlooked (15,16). However, RAO was reported to be symptomatic in almost one-half of patients at 2 to 8 days in a study comparing 5-F with 6-F transradial coronary procedures (17). In contrast, investigations specifically assessing the consequences of RAO on hand function failed to support an adverse impact on handgrip strength, thumb and forefinger pinch, transcutaneous oxygen pressure, and thumb capillary lactate production (18,19). Still, despite correct experimental methods, the overall evidence is somewhat limited by the small number of patients assessed. When RAO occurs, it restricts the use of the same radial artery for further cardiovascular or surgical procedures, intra-arterial pressure monitoring, and arteriovenous fistula creation for hemodialysis (20). The first issue is especially unsettling in light of better outcomes associated with TRA (5,6), and given that the probability of such future needs cannot be established, the potential consequences of this limitation are currently unknown.

Notably, the failure rate of TRA has been shown to increase with successive procedures, primarily because of RAO (21), which is particularly relevant in light of the increasing adoption of TRA for a growing number of different indications, potentially leading to multiple catheterization procedures in the same patient.

Several mechanisms, including vascular injury, blood flow reduction, and thrombosis, have been linked to the occurrence of RAO (22). Recently, different methods shown to minimize the risk for RAO were reviewed in an international consensus document that supports their systematic implementation in everyday interventional practice (20).
Notably, DRA has been proposed as a potential approach for RAO avoidance given its anatomic basis and physiological rationale (23).

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** Awareness of the importance of RAO should be broadly developed to implement known strategies to reduce this complication.

### HISTORICAL LANDMARKS

The first report of TRA was published by Radner (25) in 1948, describing this new catheterization approach for thoracic aortography. Later, Campeau (27) described its use for coronary angiography in 1989, and in 1993, Kiemeneij and Laarman (28) showed that TRA is feasible for percutaneous coronary intervention. In the following years, devices and techniques evolved to extend the applicability of TRA, and more than 20,000 patients were enrolled in randomized clinical trials that demonstrated an overall significant reduction of adverse cardiovascular and access-related events compared with transfemoral access (Figure 1). With increased perception of the better outcomes associated with TRA for coronary procedures, RAO emerged as its main limitation.

Anesthesiologists were the first to use DRA as an alternative site for peri-operative blood pressure monitoring and sampling in cardiac pediatric and adult patients, as reported by Amato et al. (29) in 1977 and Pyles et al. (30) in 1982, respectively. In 2011, Babunashvili and Dundua (31) described the first experience of DRA to retrogradely open occluded radial arteries. Then, Kaleedin et al. (24) described DRA as the default technique for coronary procedures, and Roghani-Dekordi et al. (25) highlighted the advantages of DRA among hand arterial access routes at a Middle Eastern transradial course in 2016. On the basis of those experiences, Kiemeneij (1) promoted left DRA in the anatomic snuffbox for improved procedure ergonomics and patient comfort in right-handed subjects. In the following year, DRA spread widely across the Internet, leading to questions regarding the casual use of social media as a surrogate for traditional scientific debates (32,33) but inspiring an exploratory phase in clinical research. These endeavors describing the initial DRA practice of interventional cardiologists and interventional radiologists worldwide showed that most current interventional procedures can be safely achieved through DRA (1,4,25,34-50). Following the intuition of DRA pioneers (1,24,25), Sgueglia et al. (23) highlighted a physiological rationale for DRA and demonstrated effective flow persistence in the forearm radial artery in the worst-case scenario of distal RAO (51). Acquired knowledge and improved skill in performing DRA have paved the way for ongoing randomized clinical trials comparing DRA with conventional TRA (Table 2).

The journey to the distal part of the radial artery was initiated and conceptualized by Campeau (52), who switched from cutdown arteriotomy of the proximal radial artery, as an alternative to the brachial artery approach described by Sones, to a percutaneous proximal arterial approach and then to a percutaneous “distal” approach at the lower forearm. In a way, true distal radial artery puncture represents the culmination of his vision.

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** DRA is developing as an evolution and a refinement of conventional TRA.

### APPLIED ANATOMY

The course of the distal radial artery with respect to relevant surrounding structures has been extensively reviewed (23). Briefly, the radial artery descends along the lateral side of the forearm above the radius toward the wrist. Just distally, the radial artery gives rise to the superficial palmar branch, which passes through the thenar muscles, sometimes anastomosing with the end of the ulnar artery to form the superficial palmar arch. The distal part of the radial artery then crosses the anatomic snuffbox beneath the tendons of the abductor pollicis longus and the extensor pollicis brevis, just above the scaphoid and trapezium bones (Figure 2). Its pulse can be felt in the

| TABLE 1 Advantages of Transradial Access Over Transfemoral Access and Its Intrinsic Limitations |
|------------------------------|--------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Advantages | Potential procedural challenges (e.g., radial artery spasm, subclavian tortuosity) | Lower rate of bleeding | Unknown structural or functional long-term consequences | Lower rate of vascular complications | Risk for radial artery occlusion, preventing future use of the radial artery | Lower rate of worsening kidney function in high-risk populations | Potential for compartment syndrome in case of severe bleeding complications | Lower rate of adverse outcomes including mortality in high-risk populations | Cumbersome left-sided access |
| Early ambulation and reduce length of stay (same-day discharge possible) | Restriction of guide catheter size | Reduced costs | Possible greater radiation exposure | | | | | |
anatomic snuffbox. The radial artery continues its course quite superficially in the first intermetacarpal space on the dorsum of the hand, where a pulsation may be felt at the vertex of the angle between the tendon of the extensor pollicis longus and the second metacarpal bone (Figure 2). Finally, it swerves medially between the heads of the first dorsal interosseous muscle into the palm, where it may anastomose with the deep branch of the ulnar artery, to form the deep palmar arch. Notably, completeness of the superficial palmar arch and deep palmar arch may differ extensively across population. Complete superficial palmar arch is more frequently found among Asians, while complete deep palmar arch is prevalent in Caucasians (53).

The 2 sites at which the radial pulse can be found, in the anatomic snuffbox and on the dorsum of the hand, represent alternative puncture points for DRA yielding the same benefits as conventional TRA.

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** It must be highlighted that the distal radial artery accessed in the anatomic snuffbox or on the dorsum of the hand is the very same radial artery continuing its course from the forearm into the hand.

**DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF DRA**

The puncture sites of the distal radial artery are beyond the rise of several anastomotic branches that, in case of vessel occlusion occurring at the distal radial artery puncture site, could avoid flow interruption in the forearm radial artery and possibly limit the reduction of blood supply to the hand (1,23–25).
note, in an experimental study involving healthy subjects, simulated occlusion of the distal radial artery in the anatomic snuffbox did not cause significant flow reduction in the forearm radial artery compared with simulated occlusion of the radial artery at wrist (51).

Given the central role played by flow interruption in the complex interplay of factors leading to RAO (22), DRA is expected to significantly reduce the risk for proximally extending thrombosis and widespread forearm RAO. Interestingly, a recent optical coherence tomographic study showed a low incidence of forearm radial artery injury following coronary procedures performed through DRA (54), comparing favorably with conventional TRA (55).

Other important features of DRA are summarized in Figure 3 and include reliable compression hemostasis thanks to favorable surrounding anatomy (bone floor of the anatomic snuffbox and the muscle surrounding the first intermetacarpal space, lack of venous stasis because of the absence of major venous vessel compression). Hemostasis following DRA is also favored by its superficial course (56). Moreover, the distal radial artery lies in the loose dorsal subcutaneous space that, being superficial to the fascial compartments of the hand, limits the functional consequences in case of puncture site bleeding. There is currently limited information on distal radial artery size, but it has consistently been reported to be slightly smaller than the wrist radial artery (4,34,56,57). Because of the distinct course and the anatomic relationships, DRA in the anatomic snuffbox or on the dorsum of the hand may differ as to the risk for side branch access, vessel damage, wire failure, and bleeding.

Additional advantages include the possibility to have the left hand close to the groin, with its dorsum facing up, in such a way that is comfortable for both the operator, who does not have to bend over the patient, and the patient, who, if right-handed, would no longer experience restriction of use of the dominant upper limb during the hemostatic compression following sheath removal (1). Such an opportunity could also be well appreciated by those operators who
have been trained in transfemoral access and may prefer the left approach to the coronary arteries (12).

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** DRA offers similar advantages to those of conventional TRA at the wrist level, along with additional advantages including strong potential for lower rates of RAO and vascular complications, rapid hemostasis, and favorable ergonomics.

**DRA Technique**

One main focus of published papers on DRA has been providing technical insight. Indeed, among 20 English-language studies assessing the feasibility of DRA for coronary procedures that were indexed in PubMed between 2017 and 2020 (1,4,25,34-50), 17 (85%) provide photographs highlighting relevant procedural aspects to each group, thus yielding complementary approaches to DRA. The overall practical skills identified so far are summed up in a step-by-step scheme presented in Figure 4. A good distal radial puncture starts with the selection of the most appropriate puncture site before bringing the patient to the catheterization table in order to optimize both patient and laboratory setup.

When ultrasound scanning is performed prior to the procedure, it should also be used to assess the distal radial artery diameter to confirm the suitability of DRA in relation to the intended procedure and identify the best alternative access in case of failure. Optimal arm positioning represents another key step in effective distal radial puncture. Different setups have been previously outlined (1,2,23). In case of right-sided access, the upper limb is placed along the patient’s body in a neutral position with its lateral side facing superiorly. In the case of left-sided access, the left hand is bent over toward the patient’s groin, or the left arm is first abducted on a mobile supportive board to allow a puncture from the patient’s left side and then moved toward the operator on the patient’s right side. In both cases, the left arm is supported by towels to keep its lateral side facing upward. After disinfection and generous local anesthesia to prevent pain to the surrounding anatomic structures, subcutaneous injection of nitroglycerin at the puncture site may facilitate DRA by favoring vasodilation (58). An optimal knowledge of anatomic landmarks and the 3-dimensional course of the distal radial artery is of paramount importance for safe and effective DRA. Accordingly, different puncture techniques and styles may be equally effective. Importantly, because of the curvilinear route of the distal radial artery, a similar angulation to the skin of the needle at the different puncture sites on the hand yields different entry angles into the distal radial artery. Hence, to avoid the risk for vessel dissection, the needle should be slightly tilted down before advancing the mini-guidewire. Successively, as in
FIGURE 4 Distal Radial Access Technique

Patient assessment
- Following distal radial artery palpation, the most appropriate puncture site is selected
- Ultrasound is useful to determine the diameter of the distal radial artery and to select the proper sheath introducer and catheter size

Patient setup
- The arm should be optimally positioned according to access side and operator’s preference and/or experience
- Asking the patient to grasp his/her thumb under the other four fingers or holding a handle favors the distal radial artery shifting to the surface
- The puncture area is disinfected and covered with a sterile drape

Local anaesthesia
- Subcutaneous injection of a local anesthetic also helps the radial artery shifting toward the surface
- The depth of infiltration of the numbing agent varies according to the puncture technique (deeper in case of through-and-through technique, shallow in case of anterior wall puncture)

Puncture
- Operator preference and/or experience helps using an open needle or a catheter-covered needle
- The approach differs whether the radial artery is punctured in the anatomical snuffbox or in the dorsum of the hand
- The complex three-dimensional course of the distal radial artery turning around the base of the thumb allows different possible supero-inferior and latero medial entry angles to achieve vascular access

Mini guidewire
- A mini guidewire is carefully advanced in the vessel lumen
- If resistance is felt, the guidewire should be retracted and rotated to avoid damaging small arterial branches rising between the puncture site and the forearm radial artery
- Thumb adduction straightens the radial artery and may reduce the risk of the guidewire misdirection
- Shaping the mini guidewire tip may alternatively help to overcome distal radial artery tortuosity
- Individual preference directs the choice of a 0.025 inch or a 0.018 inch mini guidewire

Sheath introducer
- A small skin incision may be helpful to favor sheath introducer insertion through di tougher skin of the dorsal side of the hand
- A thin-walled sheath introducer, with a minimal outer diameter in relation to the inner diameter, appears a wise choice
- Administration of a spasmolytic drug right after sheath introducer placement is beneficial to avoid spasm and radial artery occlusion

Angiographic wire
- A 210 cm wire is the best choice for catheter exchanges
- In case of left distal radial access, some resistance can be encountered when the tip of the wire approaches the brachial artery due to the flexed elbow, if it occurs the elbow should be stretched first and a hydrophilic wire could be used

Catheters
- Catheters 110 cm in length may be advantageous in tall subjects
- Universal radial curves should be preferred for diagnostic angiography

Overview of step-by-step distal radial access procedure summing up technical recommendations from patient assessment to catheter selection.
conventional TRA, operators should have a low threshold for using fluoroscopy or ultrasound to image the mini-guidewire course and for checking the pressure waveform from the introducer sheath when in doubt about their optimal positioning.

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** Comprehensive knowledge of the 3-dimensional course of the distal radial artery and of the surrounding anatomic structures is of paramount importance for safe and effective DRA. All techniques that reliably and safely grant DRA are equally valuable, and each operator should discover the one that suits him or her best.

### ULTRASOUND GUIDANCE

Previous studies have shown that ultrasound guidance for conventional TRA improves first-pass puncture success and time to access and reduces vascular adverse events (59). Accordingly, ultrasound guidance can increase the success of DRA, either if implemented systematically or as a bailout after failure of tactile-guided approach. In the only study comparing both approaches, ultrasound guidance shifted DRA success from 87% to 97% (60). The main advantages of ultrasound guidance are accurate identification of the puncture site and careful assessment of the size and curvilinear course of the distal radial artery. Sliding imaging of the distal radial artery also offers a unique opportunity to build one’s mental 3-dimensional anatomic model of the anatomic snuffbox and the dorsum of the hand. Yet ultrasound allows safer DRA by avoiding injury to surrounding anatomic structures and identifying early puncture-related complications.

An in-depth guide to ultrasound guidance in DRA has been recently published, providing valuable technical advice (61). A linear-array transducer ultrasound probe with a frequency range of 5 to 13 MHz is typically used to assess the vasculature. The gel is applied on the probe, which is then covered by a sterile sheath. Assessment begins by scanning over the anatomic snuffbox and/or the dorsum of the hand in transverse orientation to identify the distal radial artery. Soaking the skin with sterile saline solution may improve image quality. An assistant also helps in optimizing image parameters. If needed, applying light pressure to the probe may help differentiate a vein that will collapse from the radial artery, which will not. Once properly identified, the radial artery should be centered on the screen. The probe is then tilted to visualize the tip of the needle that punctures the skin. As the needle is advanced, the probe is progressively tilted back to follow the needle tip along its whole trajectory until its entry in the arterial lumen is seen on the screen and is confirmed by blood return from the needle hub (Figure 5). In this way, it is possible to safely and effectively reposition the needle tip that does not appear to be directed to the radial artery.

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** Developing proficiency in ultrasound-guided arterial puncture may enhance one’s DRA practice. Upstream use of ultrasound makes it possible to measure the artery and to devise optimal sheath and catheter selection for the best procedure outcome.

### HEMOSTASIS AND BLEEDING

After the procedure, hemostasis may be easily achieved with a system implementing either 2 or 3 anchor points, such as a hemostasis device or a gauze plug wrapped with a tight elastic bandage or a special hemostasis device (Figure 6). To date, only 1 dedicated anatomic snuffbox compression device has been developed in right and left versions (62). Otherwise, a conventional wristlet-type radial compression band performs well in stopping distal radial artery bleeding, providing removal of any hard plastic element, to allow optimal conformation to the hand anatomy and thus prevent slipping from the puncture site. Hemostatic patches have also reported to improve hemostasis after DRA (63). There are no randomized studies comparing the safety and efficacy of the different hemostatic methods. In the anatomic snuffbox, the carpal bones offer a parallel plane for lighter compression to be effective and safe in contrast to what occurs at the conventional TRA puncture site, where the radius bone is at an oblique angle to the anterior forearm surface. Whether absence of such a bony floor may potentially affect the efficacy and safety of hemostasis after DRA on the dorsum of the hand cannot be established from the limited published experience with puncture at this site.

Moreover, being distal to the carpal anastomotic branches, DRA allows persistent flow in the forearm radial artery without any particular effort in managing distal radial hemostasis. In contrast, there is substantial lack of knowledge on distal RAO, and given its position within an anastomotic network, assessing its patency during and after hemostasis is more difficult. However, the expected smaller diameter and lower blood flow velocity of the distal radial artery provide a relevant opportunity for systematically shorter and nonocclusive hemostasis in order to pursue the lowest probability of distal RAO (46,61). Also, in the anatomic snuffbox, the
The schematic illustration shows how the ultrasound probe must be tilted (left) to image and follow the needle along its progression from the skin surface to the distal radial artery (right). Three representative color-coded scanning planes are provided as examples. The needle appears as an enhanced bright small round area in the ultrasound images (right).

Four examples of the most diffuse distal radial hemostatic techniques, ordered from the most generic to the most dedicated.
distal radial artery takes place in a groove that prevents flow interruption even in case of hard compression and favors a kind of natural patent hemostasis. Still, the radial artery distal to the tendon of the extensor pollicis longus is more superficial and embedded in small muscles and compression may potentially lead to less predictable results.

Certainly, concerns about serious site complications have proved unfounded so far. To date, only a few vascular complications have been reported (64-66). Hematoma can be large given the loose hand subcutaneous tissue, but in the only reported case, the hematoma did not propagate to the lower forearm area (64). Pseudoaneurysm formation has also been described (65). Prevention of those complications depends on optimal puncture, effective hemostasis, and close monitoring of the hand, while treatment should be directed at contrasting pressure increase in the subcutaneous space by elevating the hand and carefully reducing the arterial inflow with appropriate compression, possibly involving the upstream radial artery at the wrist level. Finally, caution has been raised about DRA and the risk for ischemic damage to the wrist bones. However, such an event has never been reported and appears quite unlikely, because the radial dorsal and palmar branches to the scaphoid arise proximal to the anatomic snuffbox at the level of the styloid process of the radius and at the level of the radioscaphoid joint (16,67).

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** Current data and experience suggest that the standard compression method routinely used in the particular catheterization laboratory for conventional TRA or a dedicated anatomic snuffbox compression device appear equally effective for DRA hemostasis that should be as light and short as possible.

**OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS**

To promote a homogenous diffusion of DRA and allow meaningful comparisons between published reports and clinical studies, a common nomenclature is essential. Because of the technical features of distal radial artery, an operational approach to terminology definition has been selected and presented in Table 3.

**Korean-European consensus opinion:** A common use of terms should be pursued to appropriately share and effectively compare different experiences with DRA and allow systematic comparisons with conventional TRA and femoral access.

### Table 3: Operational Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRA Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distal radial artery</td>
<td>Radial artery in a palpable site distal to the styloid process of the radius bone. This term includes radial artery in the distinct anatomic area known as the anatomic snuffbox and radial distal to the tendons on the dorsum of the hand. This latter term is simpler and should be preferred to “first intermetacarpal space” (too complex) or “very distal radial artery” (redundant).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional radial artery</td>
<td>Radial artery proximal to the styloid process of the radius bone. This term is preferred to “traditional radial artery” (less scientific) or “proximal radial artery” (proximal radial artery is indeed generally at the elbow level).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distal radial access</td>
<td>Vascular access in the distal radial artery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transradial access</td>
<td>Vascular access in the conventional radial artery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puncture attempt</td>
<td>Each insertion of the needle in the skin. Slight redirection of the needle when still in the skin does not constitute a second puncture attempt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puncture success</td>
<td>Occurs when a guidewire can be introduced through the punctured artery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puncture time</td>
<td>Starts when the puncture needle contacts the skin and stops when the guidewire passes through the puncture needle into the artery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access success</td>
<td>Occurs when an introducer sheath can be properly placed through the punctured artery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access time</td>
<td>Starts when the anesthesia needle contacts the skin and stops when the introducer sheath has been properly placed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access switch</td>
<td>Occurs when puncture is unsuccessful or when a successfully punctured artery site is abandoned in favor of another site in the same artery (e.g., from distal radial artery in the anatomic snuffbox to conventional radial artery at the wrist level or from a puncture site distal to the extensor pollicis longus tendon to a puncture site proximal to it or vice versa) or another site in another artery (e.g., from right distal radial artery to left distal radial artery).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CURRENT LANDSCAPE

Preliminary outcome data on DRA are limited mainly to observational studies showing rather promising results (1,34). Indeed, DRA feasibility is supported by an overall high rate of success despite considerable variability among studies (Figure 7). Notably, in most instances, investigators’ very first DRA procedures were included, hence grounding the exploratory phase of this new approach. Procedural characteristics showed important variability too, reflecting comparable investigational earliness. More remarkably, no major safety issue has been reported so far among published registries, pointing out a very low incidence of radial artery spasm, shorter time to hemostasis, and a substantial absence of forearm RAO despite no mention of any dedicated strategy to favor vessel patency. Specifically, after DRA, only 1 forearm RAO was registered among 1,341 patients (0.075%) enrolled in 14 observational studies reporting this complication. Finally, available registries highlight that DRA may allow the very same procedures as conventional TRA, including intervention for left main coronary artery and complex bifurcation lesion; intravascular imaging; intravascular shockwave lithotripsy and
rotational atherectomy; primary angioplasty; chronic total occlusion intervention; peripheral intervention for the carotid, lower extremity, and radial artery itself; and even balloon aortic valvuloplasty (3,31,42,49,63,68–72). Also, DRA is increasingly used in interventional radiology and interventional neuroradiology practice (3,73–77).

Korean-European consensus opinion: Multinational observational studies assessing the feasibility of DRA have consistently shown its efficacy and safety in a large range of settings. DRA appears to combine the advantages of conventional TRA with additional benefits to patients. Randomized clinical trials comparing DRA with conventional TRA are expected to definitively establish its role in interventional cardiology.

TRANSITION TO DRA

A good understanding of transradial practice is an indispensable requirement to start a DRA experience. If available, operators should try to gain some familiarity with ultrasound-guided conventional radial technique (78) prior to applying this technique to DRA (61). Good knowledge of the anatomy of the radial artery in the hand is absolutely essential to aspire to effective and reliable distal radial artery puncture (23). Familiarity with anatomic landmarks and surrounding structures will enhance puncture safety and also lower its intrinsic complexity. Attending a DRA educational event or interacting with an expert DRA operator can significantly boost one’s confidence with a different, initially more demanding access route. Accessing the distal radial artery in the anatomic snuffbox may appear easier during the learning curve. Given the different course of the radial artery in the anatomic snuffbox and on the dorsum of the hand and the different puncture techniques required to successfully obtain DRA at these 2 sites, it is wise to focus and master 1 of the 2 DRA techniques at a time. Starting a DRA program with diagnostic procedures characterized by expectedly lower anticoagulation is also advisable to limit potential

Indexed English-language studies in interventional cardiology show significant variability in distal radial access success rate ranging from 70% to 100%. Each dot represents a study, and dot size is proportional to study population size. Smooth confidence band is in turquoise. Blue dots represent studies providing data on forearm radial artery occlusion after distal radial access procedure, and purple dots represent studies that do not provide such information. Specifically, only 1 documented forearm radial artery occlusion was registered among 1,341 patients (0.075%).
complications while mastering DRA hemostasis. Given the potentially different setup for distal radial artery puncture and the potentially different hemostasis technique compared with conventional TRA, the learning curve must be completed by both the operator and the nursing staff. In a TRA-proficient catheterization laboratory, the path to DRA may still be quite lengthy and hence a little bit frustrating. For conventional TRA, the threshold to overcome the learning curve appears to be approximately 30 to 50 cases (79). It is likely that the learning curve is not shorter for DRA (24). When the catheterization laboratory team is fully confident with DRA in diagnostic procedures in patients in stable condition, those in less stable condition and more complex procedures may then be progressively approached. Finally, given the slightly smaller diameter of the distal radial artery compared with the forearm radial artery (4,34,56,57), every procedure should be performed with the smallest possible introducer sheath and catheter combination to allow a safe and effective case according to the operator’s confidence (26). Yet operators should gain knowledge and practice with slender techniques and sheathless guide strategies to offer the advantages of DRA to an increasing proportion of patients (Table 4) (80). The most important steps for a safe and effective transition to DRA are summarized in the Central Illustration.

### Table 4: Main Features of Devices Allowing Slender Distal Radial Access Coronary Procedures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thin-walled introducer</td>
<td>Lower outer diameter allowing for about 1F savings due to reduced wall thickness</td>
<td>Risk of kinking with some technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated sheathless guide catheter</td>
<td>Larger inner diameter in relation to the overall outside diameter</td>
<td>Higher costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safe guide catheter upsizing</td>
<td>Limited curve options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedicated sheathless access system</td>
<td>Use of any guide catheter with a smaller access profile</td>
<td>Additional cost of the long vessel dilator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safe guide catheter upsizing</td>
<td>Size specificity of the long vessel dilator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheathless balloon assisted tracking</td>
<td>Use of any guide catheter with a smaller access profile</td>
<td>Advanced technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safe guide catheter upsizing</td>
<td>Higher risk for entry point vessel damage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Central Illustration: Transition to Distal Radial Access

1. Ensure proficiency with classical transradial procedures, including ultrasound-guided punctures
2. Acquire good knowledge of the anatomy of the radial artery in the hand
3. Interact with expert distal radial access operators
4. Focus on one distal radial access at a time
5. Start a distal radial access program with diagnostic procedures
6. Learning curve has to be completed by the operators and the nursing staff as well
7. Gain knowledge and practice with slender techniques
Korean-European consensus opinion: Mastering DRA is an investment in the best outcomes for patients and in a higher quality of one’s interventional practice.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

Currently available information points toward DRA as a very promising alternative to conventional TRA (23,81). However, present knowledge is rather incomplete. A rigorous trial comparing DRA with conventional TRA assessing the rate of RAO according to a randomized design is certainly the most eagerly expected among interventional cardiologists. Yet further details are equally important. Tall and small patients may represent a potential limitation of DRA because of insufficient length of conventional catheters and very small artery diameter requiring sheathless techniques, respectively. Whether DRA is systematically effective in those population remains to be established. Anatomic and functional assessment of radial artery patency after DRA would also be needed. A better understanding of the optimal anticoagulation strategy, hemostasis duration, and type of compression as well as their interaction is necessary to ensure the highest safety standards. Very few vascular complications have been reported to date, suggesting an extremely low rate of access-related issues (81). Whether the current estimate is accurate must be determined, as well as any possible relation of vascular complications with anticoagulation and hemostasis. On this background the role of DRA in primary percutaneous coronary intervention needs to be thoughtfully ascertained. Accordingly, the potential of DRA as the default alternative access in case of conventional TRA failure or dual DRA as the safest and most comfortable approach for chronic total occlusion percutaneous coronary intervention should be carefully evaluated. Also, whether there is a need and a way to test for patent hemostasis is worth clarification. Finally, hand function after DRA and both operator and patient radiation exposure during DRA deserve to be explored.

Korean-European consensus opinion: The great enthusiasm and interest surrounding DRA should promote scientific initiatives aimed at providing definite answers to the many existing queries.
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